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Abstract 

All major cities are currently facing the challenge of the extinction of small business. In 

Lisbon, many local businesses are striving to survive due to changes the commercial sector 

endured throughout the last years. It is necessary to create solutions in face of nowadays 

reality. In recent decades, large urban areas experimented the appearance of new emerging 

commercial formats. This work is aimed towards the analysis of the impact of a specific 

commercial format that emerged reinvented and that has been an important part of the 

evolution of the food industry in recent years - public markets. The requalification and 

revitalization of local markets has been one of many strategies used to connect and revitalize 

neighborhoods and cities, as it introduces a new dynamic not only within the market but also 

between the market and the city. Taking Campo de Ourique market as case study, and 

through the analysis of information collected with the support of the stakeholders involved in 

this project, it was possible to study the impact of the revitalization of this public market 

regarding not only the dynamic experienced in its own neighborhood, but also the 

surrounding business. The elements that led to restructuring the market are analyzed, as well 

as the applicability of this model in similar markets. The revitalization of old and outdated local 

markets, if implemented following determined standards, proves to be profitable to all 

involved. 
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Introduction 

The appearance of large commercial business over the last decades has caused smaller 

business to lose customers. Traditional local commerce has now realized that to thrive it can 

no longer try to compete with big commercial groups, but become a viable alternative to them. 

Public markets always had a leading role in the community, as throughout the years they 

represented the main source of supply of a neighborhood, serving as a valuable asset in the 

promotion of large urban centres. Nevertheless, it has been verified trough the course of time 

a decrease in the influx of costumers and the deterioration of some of these historic local food 

markets, not allowing them to grow and evolve. These happenings are due to not only 

political related issues and local authority, like the lack of support services and management 

models, but also the inevitable desertification of the large urban centres and inner cities, 

especially in the younger generations. On the other hand, it is believed that consumer 

behavior is directly related to the evolution of public markets. Many authors define 

consumption as a way to distinguish social classes since the beginning of the 20th century. 

Analyzing cultural consumption, Bourdier (1979) suggests that the driving force of consumer 

habits lies in individual tastes and needs and that it depends on social classes. According to 

Baudrillard (1981), the acquisition of material goods is the differentiating element of an 

individual's lifestyle, and that ultimately is the result of a hierarchical distribution. Studies 

conducted by Fava, Oyón e Guàrdia (2010) determined that with the decreasing number of 

public markets all over Europe - due to the expansion of new commercial formats in the food 

industry - attempts of modernization of local markets in Spain were made, but collided with a 

still very conservative mentality. Millions of euros have been invested in the revitalization and 

requalification of these public markets. According to Estudo do Comércio de Lisboa, when 

compared to the average of the rest of the country, Lisbon has the most ancient municipal 

markets. Mercado de Campo de Ourique was once an important commercial centrality for its 

neighborhood. Unfortunately, it began to deteriorate as the number of retailers started to 

decrease (table 1). 
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It ultimately became obsolete and on the verge of closing doors, but after the market 

renovation it is nowadays a perfect example of how the revitalization of public markets can 

have a positive influence in the surrounding areas and bring new dynamics into the cities. 

This study aims to determine the impact of the renovation of the market in the neighborhood 

and if the business model can be replicated and implemented in different areas. 

 

Data and Methodology 

Given the predominantly qualitative component of this work, the structure adopted follows a 

logical sequence that is articulated through the various interviews and meetings. Regarding 

the methodology, the wide range of aspects involving the new trends in urban commerce and 

Table 1 – Lisbon markets occupancy rate in 2001 and 2007 

Source: Análise da evolução comercial dos Mercados Retalhistas, 2001-2007 
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given the nature of the project, collecting the information and data necessary implies some 

fieldwork to be done. The semi-structured interview method applied to the different 

stakeholders is the essential tool used in this study. According to Drever (1995), this tool 

consists in arranging the general interview structure, deciding the object and main theme of 

the interview, as well as the main questions to be made. The purpose of these interviews is to 

confront the different parties with the ideas behind the project and collect their opinions, 

reactions and factual data, in order to build reliable information groundwork.  

The biggest obstacle is based on the difficulty in obtaining updated statistics. The Lisbon City 

Council collected data regarding Lisbon markets until 2007. The National Statistics Institute 

released the Commerce Statistics report in 2009, although the information is widespread and 

there is almost no specific data regarding the Campo de Ourique market or even the Campo 

de Ourique neighborhood. 

 

The renewed Campo de Ourique Market: intervention analysis 

The Campo de Ourique market was object of a full intervention, not only in its physical 

structure but also in its whole concept.  The reformulation of the market results from the 

initiative of a partnership between the Lisbon City Council and MCO, the company that now 

explores the concession area. The main concern of analysis is how the transition from public 

administration to a public-private management is conducted, what are the implications of this 

process and how the interests of private management came to influence the functioning of 

Campo de Ourique Market. This project implementation results from the need to bring to life a 

market that was obsolete and abandoned, with only a few traders left as well as costumers. 

The Lisbon City Council launched a public tender and only one company, MCO, applied. 

Since MCO met all the requirements, its was given the concession to explore the market. 

According to MCO CFO Francisco Lebre, the Lisbon City Council determined the financial 

structure of the market. In order to boost the participation of private players, the City Council 

came forward with half the amount of the initial investment, specifically € 400 000, leaving the 

remaining amount to be invested by MCO, resulting in initial investment of € 800 000. At the 

time of the launch of the public tender, it was agreed that whoever won would inherit a tender 

dossier that would have to be strictly followed. All the architectural design was already 

ongoing under the purview of the city council. Additional works were later concluded and, to 

this date, MCO has invested € 600 000 on the reconstruction of the market.  

 

Campo de Ourique market is still held by the Lisbon City Council, which in turn spares part of 

the market space to MCO under the contract that both parties have established. MCO 

explores the delimited market area according to the contract previously agreed with the City 

Council. The non-concessioned area is explored by the City Council and is dedicated to the 

traditional traders that were originally found operating in the market. The Lisbon City Council 
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granted a 30-year period of concession to MCO over the delimited area of the market and the 

new market concept was launched on 26 November 2013. According to Francisco Lebre, 

before the market renewal there were only 7 traditional stalls operating, while the market was 

open to the public in a very limited schedule. Following the construction plan outlined by the 

City Council, the original traditional stalls were ripped off their place and replaced with new 

modern stalls, now located on the outskirts of the market. A new central area was created, 

composed by kiosks intended for the new food concepts brought by MCO.  

 

All aspects transitioning from project to concept were responsibility of MCO, which took 

several Barcelona and Madrid markets as an example and inspiration to implement the 

concept in Campo de Ourique. The business model applied was the same model that a 

typical food court follows. According to Leard (1984) a traditional court food can be 

characterized as being a common area surrounded by 10 to 30 dining outlets.  

 

In terms of concept, one of the main strategic focuses of MCO was to maintain a close 

relationship between the traditional market that already existed and the new concession 

space. The new market concept is based on the complementarity between the traditional 

commerce and the new concepts. Measures were taken in order for the traditional stalls be 

operating during large schedules and that way benefit from the costumers brought by the new 

concepts area. It is therefore a beneficial relationship for all parties involved, since MCO can 

promote their concept, the traditional traders take advantage of the new influx of costumers, 

and the City Council benefits from renting more traditional stalls to new traders who wish to 

settle their business in Campo de Ourique Market.  

 

Regarding the business model and revenue distribution, the new kiosks are under the 

purview of MCO, which in turn rents them to the new restaurants. Cleaning and security fees 

are also charged to the kiosks. The kiosks business is managed independently from MCO 

and, besides renting the kiosks, MCO collects a percentage from the revenues of each 

business. A fixed monthly rent is paid by MCO to the Lisbon City Council for the 

concessioned space and electricity costs are also covered by MCO.  

 

The strategy for the choice of dining venues that would occupy the 16 pre-defined kiosks by 

MCO was essentially defining the concepts that were more likely to succeed and that made 

sense to be put together. MCO believes that owes today’s success of the new market 

concessioned area to the initial choice of restaurants.  

 

With the opening of the new market, more than 350 jobs were created, with about 50 jobs 

related to the kiosks and the rest divided between former traditional traders who came back 

the market and cleaning and safety staff. At the moment, the Campo de Ourique market gets 

about two thousand daily visits, reaching the four thousand visits during Saturday and 
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Sunday. It is estimated that each customer spends an average of 15€ per visit in the new 

concessioned space.  

 

Regarding market segments and target audience, the fact that the market is located in a 

residential neighborhood, with a favorable purchasing power, prompted MCO to lean towards 

the upper-middle class segment and this was also important when choosing the restaurants. 

According to Pedro Cabral, owner of U-Try restaurant located in Campo de Ourique market, 

there is a wide range when it comes to the costumer’s age, ranging from 20 to 70 years old. 

One of the main goals of MCO is to attract tourist costumers. Therefore, in 2014 a heavy 

marketing investment was made in touristic spots and guides, amounting to 100 mil euros 

invested.  

 

 

Figure 1 - Campo de Ourique Market in numbers 

Source: Frederico Lebre, MCO CFO 
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Before the renovated market was launched, only few believed the idea would succeed, 

however, after its inauguration and proof of concept, its success seemed too obvious. 

Therefore, right after the opening of the new Campo de Ourique Market, lots of other 

traditional city markets were restructured: Ribeira Market (may 17, 2014), Algés Market (july 

8, 2015), Carcavelos Market (dezember 6, 2015) and Arroios Market, whose inauguration is 

scheduled for the first quarter of 2016. However, Campo de Ourique market continues to 

distinguish itself from others by the unique fusion and interaction between the new 

restaurants and the traditional traders, a relation that does not exist in other markets. The 

long-term development strategy is focused on innovation. The focus of MCO is that the 

market stands out with a unique offer that is not easily found in Lisbon.  

 

From non-concessioned area point of view, the traditional traders are unanimous by saying 

that the opening of the new market has revolutionized their own business. The revenue of 

some of these traders increased about 150% since the inauguration of the new market. From 

the point of view of the concessioned area, the success was tremendous right from the start. 

It is estimated that the total annual revenue is approximately 6 million euros and a lot of 

traders are said to have recovered their investment within a month. 

 

Concluding remarks 

In the 80 and 90, the traditional commerce underwent some profound changes. The 

establishment of new commercial formats in the cities changed not only the urban trade 

structure but also consumer behavior. Public markets always had an important role in 

neighborhoods, proving to be an asset to city centers. However these markets have suffered, 

over time, a decrease in the influx of customers and aging and degradation of some of these 

historic building spaces, preventing them from growing and evolve. 

More than just a diagnosis and exhaustive survey information, this document aims to trace a 

real picture of the changes currently taking place in commerce, specifically local food 

markets, highlighting the added value that these changes and the new commercial formats 

can bring to the city in which they are implemented.  

In order to summarize the analyses made throughout the document, some critical 

considerations are made, sustaining some suggestions and possible measures to be 

implemented. The renovation and requalification of public markets is an easily replicable 

concept in any traditional market if the characteristics of the city and in particular of the 

neighborhood where the market is located and all its surroundings are taken into account. 

Other aspects that should be looked into are mobility, accesses and available parking in the 

market area, type of commerce and shops in the neighborhood, type of residents in the 

neighborhood regarding their age and social class. Given the diagnosis that was made and 
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the critical analysis of the information collected through the various project stakeholders, a set 

of considerations and measures are proposed: 

- Ensure complementarity and balance between different dimensions and existing forms of 

trade in the same space; 

-  Stimulate the debate between voluntary organizations in the sector and the various private 

and public parties by creating a local working group with different motivations and knowledge 

of the trade and territory, to work in a coordinated manner and promote concrete measures 

encouraging entrepreneurs and traders, coordinating the implementation of policies and 

measures to promote improvements in local commerce and involving all parties in the 

strategies to be adopted; 

- Ensure the proper functioning of the public spaces surrounding the market, both in terms of 

cleanliness and security as well as guarantee better accessibility and expand parking areas 

and parking; 

- Prioritize new forms of commerce including trade formats that do not replace or do 

extinguish local businesses, such as through the integration of both concepts and 

complementarity between them; 

- Use the rehabilitation of markets to revitalize city centers, bringing new life to local 

businesses and the city; 

- Promote associative activities, which distinguish from others and take advantage of the 

existing trade characteristics in the neighborhood. 

Throughout this document, and the resulting analysis, it can be concluded that the renovated 

markets concept can be successfully replicated, if taken into account the specific 

characteristics of each area. The renovation model adopted by Campo de Ourique market 

allows all stakeholders in the project have a positive balance and the project proves to be 

cost-effective: 

- The Lisbon city council splits the investment with a private entity and benefits from the 

renovation and of the Municipal Market in several vectors: the income earned through the 

provision of market space that was underused; the increased income due to rents paid by 

former traders, which is the consequence of the increase of traditional stalls operating in the 

new market; increased touristic visibility and the opening of new retail spaces in the 

surrounding market area; 

- MCO benefits from the exploration of the delimited market area and, despite strong initial 

investment, the forecast of two years investment recovery proves that the adopted model is 

profitable for the private company; 
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- The traditional traders benefit from new customer influx brought by the promotion of the 

renovated market; renewal of their own stalls, sponsored by Lisbon city council, thus 

increasing revenues from sales their products; 

- The new traders, some of them also establishing new companies, benefit from the income 

from their activity. The attractiveness of their co-location that provides agglomeration 

economies, as referenced in Economia regional e Urbana; 

- Neighborhood residents may suffer from externalities associated with an increased demand 

for parking spaces, but on the other hand enjoy the benefit of having available new shops and 

restaurants, as well as the potential increase value of their real estate due to the 

attractiveness that the new services bring to the neighborhood. 

Finally, it should be noted that the replication of the markets renovation concept can work by 

itself without the traditional market component, however it is believed that the real public 

service is achieved with the balance of new and old commercial formats. 
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